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A bit off the ship route between Vivine
and the colonies near the ancient star
port of the high elves lies a vast field of
sea weeds that hides wicked cliffs and
other obstacles just below the surface.
Those who are unfortunate enough to
find this place are usually stranded here
for the rest of their short and miserable
lives. To those who are within its
expanse, the Sargusa looks like a wide
grassy plain (4 miles wide) with about
25 ship wrecks scattered throughout.
However, moving through the weeds is
dangerous. Walking on them is
impossible and swimming has its own
hazards (see sidebar).

*DWHV7R6DUJXVD
7KH6KULQHRIWKH2OG0DQ
On the ground of the ocean at the base
of the cliffs that make the Sargusa so
dangerous, is a small abandoned
greek-style temple dedicated to the Old
Man of the Sea. It is terribly damaged
and completely out of place, rising

0RYHPHQWLQWKH6DUJXVD
The sea weeds of the Sargusa make
movement treacherous. Each move
action requires a swim check vs. DC
15. If the roll is failed, the character
becomes
entangled.
Entangled
characters are considered grappled (Str
9, -1) and act accordingly. Inflicting 6
points of damage with a slashing
weapon is another way to free oneself.
Hiding within the seaweeds is easy, as
is achieving full concealment (which
requires to hold one's breath though).

speculation about how it came to be
there in the first place. The gate to the
Nexus is inside the inner sanctum which
is protected by powerful magic from the
waters outside, i.e. there is a bubble of
stale air around the gate to the Nexus.
This gate is the one that the players will
use from the Dark Room.

6KDUN V7HHWK,VODQG
200 miles from the treacherous green
weed is a small island surrounded by
vicious teeth like reefs which are
impossible to navigate on all but the
calmest days (which are almost
non-existent). The island itself is idyllic
and home to a race of brown-skinned
halflings. The nexus gate found here
leads to the section controlled by
Grugan.

2WKHU7UDYHO2SWLRQV
Sargusa is hard to find but even harder
to leave. The vast field of seaweed hides
vicious cliffs and no ship has ever
managed to go there and return. Also, a
strange curse seems to affect the area.
All spells of teleportation, plane shift,
etc. into or away from the Saragusa fail
spectacularly - instead of the intended
target, the traveller is transported onto
an abyssal layer of water, blood-sucking
plants, and undead. Since this layer is
not unlike the Saragusa itself, some
sages believe that there is a gate to this
foul place at the bottom of the seaweed
field, but no one was ever able to prove
it.

6DUJXVD7KUHDWV
Besides the factions, there are several
threats, e.g. giant squids, sahuagin, giant
crabs, undead (mostly ghosts and
ghouls) etc. However, for characters of
the higher levels (9+) these should be
minor distractions at best.
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7KH)DFWLRQV
Several of the stranded sailors have
organised themselves into gangs to
ensure their continued survival. Most of
these factions are not very nice people
and will most likely kill any newcomers
for their food and equipment. Extreme
caution is advisable.

&DSWDLQ1RUDQ V*DQJ

General Info

Noran is a fey pirate who used his slim
enchanted boat to attack the sailors of
Vivine with the help of his aquatic
allies. However, during his last sea
battle he was caught in a storm and got
stranded in the Sargusa.
Noran's ship, the Faerie Ring looks
sleek and organic and actually has a
small segment of a dark and rotten forest
within its cargo bay which is magically
sustained by blood sacrifice.
This bloodthirsty and primitive gang
does everything it takes to survive
another day, mostly by killing
newcomers (often pretending to aid
them at first).
Base of Operations

The Faerie Ring is heavily damaged and
would probably sink save for the fact
that it is stuck on a reef. The dark fey
have made it as defensible as possible,
mainly by casting glyphs of warding
(search and disable DCs 28) on all
accesses that are triggered by non-elves.
During the day at least two sharkman

circles the ship, looking for attackers,
while the others sleep nearby. During
the night there are none unless an attack
is expected.
1. Main Deck: The hatches leading to
the living forest in the cargo bay are
enchanted with glyphs of warding
that cast a hold person on all
non-elves who touch them. At night
2 sailors patrol here, during the day,
the deck is empty
2. Gun Deck: This room is guarded by
glyphs that deal sonic damage (in
order to avoid igniting the black
powder). During the night, 2 sailors
rest here while the other two guard
the main deck. During the day 4
sailors take turns listening for
disturbances on the deck.
3. Captain's Room: Unless there is a
raid, Noran and Biggs stay here,
sleeping during the day and torturing
or plotting during the night. The
door is guarded by yet another glyph
which casts a dispel magic on those
non-elves opening the door.
4. Hold: The hold contains a thick
forest of vines and trees, some of
which seem to move (which is only
due to the rocking of the waves
though). All elves not on a raid or
guarding rest here.
5. Castle: As the ship seems to be
permanently stranded, this portion of
the ship is usually vacant.
Tactics

The dark fey stay in their ship during the
day and come out at night to raid and
scavenge the wrecks. Usually, they stay
away from the other gangs, unless they
are really short on supplies in which
case they will mount a major raid and
only leave 4 sailors to guard their ship
and signal the others in case of a counter
attack. When attacking or pillaging, they
usually send out a sharkman scout first
to investigate the target.
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When new ships get stranded, they
usually approach with a white flag to
mount a major attack and get new
victims for their blood rituals.
Newcomers that noisily wipe out other
factions are likely to be attacked when
resting after the fight.
Members

; Captain Noran (fighter 8, CE)
; Torture Master Biggs (cleric 8 of
Amorax, CE)

; 4 sharkmen scouts
; 20 dark fey sailors
/H)OHXUGH/LVH

this aquatic hell. Therefore, they will be
extremely cautious when strangers
approach them, warning them off and
possibly attacking them with crossbows,
should they seem hostile. They are
espcially upset when somebody sneaks
into their base of operations. If
hostilities errupted, it will take some
very careful negotiations to gain their
friendship, but saving the captures sage
helps a lot.
The crew tries to stick together as much
as possible, sending out 4 men during
the day to salvage and hunt. Food is not
regularily provided by these teams and
hunger is well-known to the Vivinians.
Should the Vivinians become aware of
attacks on other factions, they will be on
stricter alert and maybe refrain from
leaving their ship for 1d4 days, being
unable to counter any major threat.
Members

General Info

The crew of the civilised Vivinian
explorer duValle tries to keep their
ethics clean but fails to do so more and
more. Her friend, the renown sage
Auguste Pableu was kidnapped by some
other unknown gang but the forces of
the captain are too weak to look for him.
Pableu has found a hand-annotated
version of the Liber Nexus that claims
that the Nexus Staff is in Inshabiv.
Base of Operations

The Fleur de Lise is a small ship
designed for exploration and courier
duty. When it was caught by the storm
and stranded in the Sagusa, it was
heavily damaged and is little more than
a wreck (use the wreck map).
Tactics

The crew of the Fleur is not evil, but
they have had their share of treason and
backstabbing in the last 4 month spent in

; Captain duValle (fighter 7)
; Auguste Pableu (expert 8, currently
missing)
; 20 expert 3 (sailors)

3ODJXH6KLS
General Info

These cultists of Firewhip have become
pirates and created a ship powered by
souls to ply the seas before stranding in
the Sargusa. They control only their own
wreck and are hated by all. They
currently work on a way to summon
demons of their master which are
looking for a certain piece of
information (known by Pableu).
Base of Operations

The plague ship looks a lot like a rotten
wreck but is surprisingly intact.
1. Main Deck: This place is usually
deserted during the day, save for a
single cultist on the lookout for
potential attackers. The hatches to
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the underdeck are guarded by glyphs
of warding (search and disable
DCs 28) that are triggered by
non-undead, causing cold damage.
The hatch to room 2 is locked (pick
lock DC 25).
2. Meat Locker: This is the room
where the prisoners and future
sacrifices/meals are kept. There are
currently 4 humans, 2 dark fey, and 2
dwarves in this room, all affected by
a mark of justice which denies them
the ability to swim.
3. Chapel of Decay: This is the main
room where the cultists usually hold
their blasphemous rites. It is
unhallowed
to
affect
all
non-undead with dispel magic. The
intrusion of interlopers automatically
leads to combat.

;
;
;
;

1 Master of Secrets (minotaur)
20 cultists (ghouls)
4 lacedons (aquatic ghouls)
8 slaves and prisoners affected by
mark of justice (-6 on swim rolls)

*UXJDQ
Grugan (see player's guide) controls the
gate on Shark's Teeth Island. If he finds
out about the sage and his copy of the
Liber Nexus, he will send his medusa
sphere to investigate. This creature will
roam over the Sargusa at night,
investigating several wrecks and maybe
starting a fight with some of the local
powers, petrifying some of the
henchmen. It is too weak however, to
either free or locate the sage and too
impatient to come up with a good plan.

Tactics

The plague priest usually starts his day
at midnight by praying for new spells. If
there was anything unusual which the
priest feels threatens the safely of his
coven he casts commune before praying.
He asks questions about the nature of the
disturbance to better prepare for it.
Other spells used shortly before the
prayer are locate object (to find items to
loot), detect magic (identify old loot),
and converted inflict spells to heal the
undead scavengers. In times of danger,
desecrate is cast on the altar to boost the
undeads' attacks.
At dawn, he casts status on his
henchmen to be informed, should they
be attacked.
The plague cultists believe in preemtive
strikes should a powerful new force
show up.
The cultists usually stay within the ship
but send their lacedons to bring new
corpses and other useful things from the
wrecks.
Members

; Plague Priest (ghoul cleric 10)

0DMRU13&V
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Captain Noran

Male Fiendish Elf Fighter 8
Hit Dice:
Hit Points:
Initiative:
Speed:
AC:

(8d10)
55
+3
Walk 30'
23 (+1 dex, +3 shield,
+9 full plate)
Attacks:
Singing Scimitar
+14/+9
Damage:
Singing Scimitar
1d6+7 (15-20/x2)
Face/Reach:
5 ft. by 5 ft./5
Special Qualities: Automatic Search
check if within 5' of
secret/concealed
door, Immunity to
sleep, save +2 vs
enchantment spells,
Smite Good 1/day (8
damage), cold
resistance 15, fire
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resistance 15, DR:
5/+2, SR 16
Saves:
Fortitude: +6, Reflex:
+7, Will: +8
Abilities:
Str 18 (+4), Dex 16
(+3), Con 10 (+0), Int
10 (+0), Wis 10 (+0),
Cha 12 (+1)
Skills:
Climb 7; Handle
Animal 3; Jump 6;
Ride 5; Spot 4, Swim
1
Feats:
Blind-Fight, Dodge,
Improved Critical
(Scimitar), Iron Will,
Lightning Reflexes,
Mobility, Weapon
Focus (Scimitar),
Weapon
Specialisation
(Scimitar)
Challenge Rating: 10
Alignment:

Chaotic Evil

Possessions: +1 Full Plate, Singing
Scimitar (+1 scimitar, sings a wordless
ghostly song when used. Those hit must
make a will save vs. 13 or be surrounded
by a piercing noise for 1 minute (-15
circumstance penalty on move silently
checks), Price: 3315 gp), Potion
(Invisibility), Potion (Fly); Potion (Cure
Moderate Wounds), Potion (Cure
Serious Wounds), +1 Wooden Shield
Noran is a dark fey (effectively a
fiendish elf). He has pale skin,
exaggerated
pointed
ears,
and
red-rimmed eyes of pure black. His teeth
are like a row of tiny needles. The
captain usually wears a black plate mail
with small chains covered by tiny barbs.
Noran is impatient and bloodthirsty.
However, he often tries to act friendly
for a bit, before losing his patience and
attacking outright.
Combat Tactics: see Biggs for details.

Torture Master Biggs

Torture Master Biggs
Medium-size Male Fiendish Elf
Cleric6
Hit Dice:
Hit Points:

(6d8)-3
35 (41 with
endurance)
Initiative:
+5
Speed:
Walk 20'
AC:
22
Attacks:
Mace +6;
Damage:
Mace 1d8+1;
Face/Reach:
5 ft. by 5 ft./5
Special Qualities: Automatic Search
check if within 5' of
secret/concealed door,
Immunity to sleep,
Rebuke Undead
5/day, save +2 vs
enchantment spells,
Smite Good 1/day,
Spontaneous casting,
cold resistance 15,
fire resistance 15,
DR: 5/+2, SR 16
Saves:
Fortitude: +4, Reflex:
+3, Will: +4
Abilities:
Str 12 (+1), Dex 13
(+1), Con 8 (-1), Int
12 (+1), Wis 17 (+3),
Cha 14 (+2)
Skills:
Concentration 4;
Diplomacy 7; Heal 8;
Knowledge (Religion)
6; Profession
(Torturer) 8;
Feats:
Improved Initiative,
Spell Focus
(Enchantment),
Toughness (1x)
Challenge Rating: 7
Alignment:

Chaotic Evil

Possessions: +1 Full Plate (with tiny
spikes inside for the joy of pain, no
game effect), +1 Large Wooden Shield,
Masterwork Mace, Scroll (Barkskin),
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Scroll (Cure Critical Wounds), Scroll
(Cat's Grace), Scroll (Bull's Strength),
thumb screws, pincers, meat cleaver
Deity: Amorax, Domains: Chaos (You
cast chaos spells at +1 caster level.)
Luck (You gain the power of good
fortune. Once per day this extraordinary
ability allows you to re-roll one roll.)
Spells Memorised Normally (5 /4+1
/4+1 /3+1 ):
0 - Create Water, Cure Minor Wounds,
Detect Magic, Light, Purify Food and
Drink
1 - Entropic Shield (D), Doom*, Shield
of Faith (x2), Random Action*
2 - Aid (D), Hold Person, Cure
Moderate Wounds, Darkness, Endurance
3 - Protection from Elements (D), Create
Food and Water (x2), Dispel Magic
Spells Memorised When Going On The
Hunt (5 /4+1 /4+1 /3+1 ):
0 - Cure Minor Wounds (x2), Detect
Magic (x2), Light
1 - Entropic Shield (D), Doom*, Shield
of Faith (x2), Random Action*
2 - Aid (D), Hold Person, Cure
Moderate Wounds, Darkness, Endurance
3 - Protection from Elements (D), Cure
Serious Wounds, Peaceful Weapon+,
Dispel Magic
*: enchantment spell (+2 DC), +: Book
of Hallowed Might
Biggs is a dark fey with an acid scarred
face - there is one big blemish on the left
side. His hateful eyes are as red as his
short cropped hair. Biggs is almost
skeletal and wears a black apron covered
in blood over his tight fitting
plain-looking plate mail. On his belt he
wears several torture implements. He is
insane, enjoys to torture others and is
barely held in check by his captain.
Combat Tactics: On days where no
attacks happens, Biggs casts his
endurance spell at noon. When a combat
is about to start and he still has time, he
will activate protection from elements,
shield of faith, and entropic shield in the

order that seems most suitable. Maybe
he will cast Aid on Noran. Biggs always
works in tandem with Noran. This
usually means casting darkness on the
enemies where Noran excels. Biggs then
readies himself to cast spells on those
who come out of the darkness. Those
who enter melee might be the target of
inflict spells (note that the non-combat
food related spells are usually cast in the
evening to have them handy as
'conversion material' for as long as
possible)

Dark Fey Sailor

Fiendish Elf Warrior2 Expert1
Hit Dice:
(2d8)+(1d6)-3
Hit Points:
11
Initiative:
+2
Speed:
Walk 30'
AC:
12
Attacks:
Scimitar+3;
Damage:
Scimitar1d6;
Face/Reach:
5 ft. by 5 ft./5
Special Qualities:Automatic Search
check if within 5' of
secret/concealed door,
Immunity to sleep,
save +2 vs
enchantment spells,
Smite Good 1/day, SR
6, cold resistance 5,
fire resistance 5,
darkvision 60 feet
Saves:
Fortitude: +2, Reflex:
+2, Will: +2
Abilities:
Str 10 (+0), Dex 14
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Skills:

(+2), Con 8 (-1), Int 8
(-1), Wis 10 (+0), Cha
10 (+0)
Balance 3; Climb 1;
Craft (Shipmaking) 0;

Dodge, Weapon
Focus (Scimitar)
Challenge Rating: 2

Craft (Shipmaking) 0;
Escape Artist 9
Feats:
Dodge, Weapon
Focus (Scimitar),
Alertness (B)
Challenge Rating: 3

Feats:

Alignment:

Sharkman Scout

Fiendish

Elf

Chaotic Evil

/H)OHXUGH/LVH

Chaotic Evil

The dark fey sailors are skinny and
hunched over elves, dressed in rags of
their former seamen clothing. They have
little equipment and appear to be
starved. Their skin is mostly pale and
their hair colour varies from black to
bright red. All have sharp pointy teeth.

Sharkman
Expert1

Alignment:

Warrior2

Hit Dice:
(2d8)+(1d6)-3
Hit Points:
11
Initiative:
+2
Speed:
Walk 30', Swim 40'
AC:
13
Attacks:
Scimitar+4;
Damage:
Scimitar1d6+1;
Face/Reach:
5 ft. by 5 ft./5
Special Qualities:Automatic Search
check if within 5' of
secret/concealed door,
Immunity to sleep,
save +2 vs
enchantment spells,
Smite Good 1/day, SR
6, cold resistance 7,
fire resistance 5,
darkvision 60 feet
Saves:
Fortitude: +2, Reflex:
+2, Will: +2
Abilities:
Str 12 (+1), Dex 16
(+3), Con 8 (-1), Int 8
(-1), Wis 10 (+0), Cha
10 (+0)
Skills:
Balance 3; Climb 1;

Captain duValle

Medium-size Male Human
Fighter5
Hit Dice:
Hit Points:
Initiative:
Speed:
AC:
Attacks:
Damage:

Face/Reach:
Special Qualities:

(5d10)+10
46
+0
Walk 20'
17
+1 Great Sword +10;
Heavy Crossbow +5;
+1 Great Sword
2d6+5; Heavy
Crossbow 1d10;
5 ft. by 5 ft./5

Saves:

Fortitude: +6, Reflex:
+1, Will: +2
Abilities:
Str 16 (+3), Dex 11
(+0), Con 14 (+2), Int
13 (+1), Wis 13 (+1),
Cha 15 (+2)
Skills:
Climb 2; Profession
(Navigator) 9; Jump
2; Spellcraft 4;
Feats:
Expertise, Improved
Disarm, Improved
Trip, Martial Weapon
Proficiency, Power
Attack, Sunder,
Weapon Focus
(Sword (Great))
Challenge Rating: 5
Alignment:

Chaotic Good
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Possessions: Masterwork Half-Plate; +1
Great Sword; Potion (Aid); Potion (Cure
Moderate Wounds); Potion (Invisibility); Potion (Spider Climb); Potion
(Cure
Light
Wounds);
Potion
(Expedious Retreat); Potion (Jump);
Design Note: Profession (Navigator) is
treated as a class skill
DuValle is a young and daring woman
who is a little bit too muscled to be
attractive. She has a broad chin, taunting
green eyes and short blond hair worn
spiked up. She wears the tight trousers
of a man (in red with blue stripes) and a
blue vest. Her favoured weapon is the
great sword which she uses masterfully.
DuValle is a person who likes to do
things by the book. She is very found of
her crew and tries to keep them from
danger as much as possible.
Combat Tactics: DuValle will always
try to protect the weak in her party, even
if it puts herself at risk. She will fight
defensively (using expertise) until she
knows what her enemies are capable of
and then will use trip, disarm or sunder
attacks to make the enemy accessible to
her weaker allies as well. She will not
flee unless her allies are either save or
dead.
Auguste Pableu

Medium-size Male Half-Elf
Expert 8
Hit Dice:
(8d6)-8
Hit Points:
26
Initiative:
-2
Speed:
Walk 30'
AC:
8
Attacks:
Dagger+6/+1; Dagger
(Thrown)+4/-1;
Damage:
Dagger 1d4; Dagger
(Thrown) 1d4;
Face/Reach:
5 ft. by 5 ft./5
Special Qualities: Elven Blood,
Immunity to sleep,

save +2 vs
enchantment spells
Saves:
Fortitude: +1, Reflex:
+0, Will: +6
Abilities:
Str 10 (+0), Dex 7
(-2), Con 9 (-1), Int
20 (+5), Wis 15 (+2),
Cha 14 (+2)
Skills:
Appraise 6; Bluff 13;
Decipher Script 16;
Diplomacy 15; Gather
Information 13;
Knowledge (Arcana)
18; Knowledge
(History) 16;
Knowledge (Religion)
16; Knowledge (The
Planes) 16; Use
Magic Device 15;
Spellcraft 17; Hide 8
(cloak)
Feats:
Iron Will, Magical
Talent, Skill Focus
(Use Magic Device)
Challenge Rating: 7
Alignment:

Neutral Good

Possessions (currently in the hands of
his captors): Wand (Charm Person);
Scroll (Blur); Scroll (Invisibility); Cloak
of Elvenkind; Wand (Magic Missile/1st
Level Caster); Wand (Detect Secret
Doors);
Auguste Pableu, the renown sage and
antagonist of the inquisition, agnostic
and authority on all matters arcane, is in
deep trouble. His expedition to the
colonies in the new world to find access
to the famous Nexus has been cut short
by a storm and now he is prisoner of the
foul plague priest and his cult.
Pableu is a strong-willed person (though
some claim that he is just out of touch
with reality due to his life of book
studies). Whatever the reason, dangers
and threats leave him completely
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undaunted. What makes matters worse is
his almost legendary clumsiness.
The sage and honorary member of the
Académie is a tall and skinny person
with a beaked nose and bulging eyes.
Even though he looks terrible (a fact
further enhanced by his sloppy robes),
he has a captivating personality and is a
master negotiator.
Combat Tactics: Pableu wants to avoid
combat if possible. However, if
attacked, he will try to utilise his magic
items to his best advantage (he needs to
beat DC 20 with use magic device to do
so).

3ODJXH6KLS
Plague Priest

(+4), Con - (0), Int 19
(+4), Wis 18 (+4),
Cha 16 (+3)
Skills:
Concentration 7;
Knowledge (Religion)
14; Listen 6; Move
Silently 2; Search 6;
Feats:
Multiattack, Iron Will,
Enhanced Conjuration
(Lord of Flame)
Challenge Rating:10
Alignment:

Chaotic Evil

Possessions: metal plates bolted to body
(effectively a full plate); Masterwork
Heavy Mace; Potion (Inflict Moderate
Wounds); Potion (Expeditious Retreat);
Vampire Thigh Bone

Medium-size Male Ghoul Cleric9
Hit Dice:
Hit Points:
Initiative:
Speed:
AC:
Attacks:

(2d12)+(9d8)
58
+4
Walk 20'
21
Bite+7; Claw+5/+5;
Mace +8/+3
Damage:
Bite1d6; Claw1d3;
Mace 1d8
Face/Reach:
5 ft. by 5 ft./5
Special Qualities:+2 Turn Resistance,
Create Spawn(Su),
Immune to
mind-influencing
effects/ poison/ sleep/
paralysis/ stunning/
disease, Not subject to
critical hits/ subdual
damage/ ability
damage/ energy drain/
or death from massive
damage,
Paralysis(Ex), Rebuke
Undead 6/day,
Spontaneous casting
Saves:
Fortitude: +6, Reflex:
+7, Will: +7
Abilities:
Str 11 (+0), Dex 19

Deity: None Domains: Chaos (Casts
chaos spells at +1 caster level.) Evil
(Casts evil spells at +1 caster level.)
Spells Normally Memorised (6 /5+1
/5+1 /4+1 /3+1 /1+1 ):
0 - Detect Magic (x2), Light (x2),
Mending (x2)

)HDW(QKDQFHG&RQMXUDWLRQ
/RUGRI)ODPH
Thanks to a dark pact with the
demon Firewhip, the caster is
granted more powerful creatures
when using summoning spells.
Similar feats might exist for other
patrons with other templates.
Prerequisite: Ability to cast
summon monster I+, servant of
Firewhip
Benefit: Creatures conjured with a
summon monster spell have the
Lords of Flame template applied to
them. However, only chaotic evil
creatures can be conjured.
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1 - Bless, Cause Fear, Curse Water,
Shield of Faith, Divine Favour,
Protection from Good, Protection from
Law (D)
2 - Desecrate, Enthrall, Summon
Monster II, Darkness, Resist Elements,
Shatter (D)
3 - Locate Object, Water Walk,
Invisibility Purge, Dispel Magic, Magic
Circle against Good (D)
4 - Control Water, Lesser Planar Ally,
Status, Unholy Blight (D)
5 - Commune, Dispel Law (D)
Spells Memorised When Going On A
Raid / Under Attack (6 /5+1 /5+1 /4+1
/3+1 /1+1 ):
0 - Detect Magic (x2), Light (x2),
Mending (x2)
1 - Bless, Cause Fear, Obscuring Mist,
Shield of Faith, Divine Favour,
Protection from Good, Protection from
Law (D)
2 - Hold Person (x2), Bull's Strength,
Shatter (D), Resist Elements (x2)
3 - Water Walk, Dispel Magic (x2),
Magic Circle against Good (D), Cure
Serious Wounds
4 - Spell Immunity, Control Water,
Empower Undead, Unholy Blight (D)
5 - Summon Monster V, Dispel
Law/Good
(D)
(depending
on
intelligence)
The plague priest, a he is commonly
known by his fellow cultists, is an old
and hideous ghoul, who hides his true
nature under a a red robe embroidered
with golden flames. He has metal plates
bolted to his bones at critical locations
which makes him well-armoured and
hard to kill. The priest serves the powers

Empower Undead

Necromancy [Evil]
Level: Cleric 4, Wizard 5
Components: V, S, (D)F
Casting Time: 1 action
Range: touch
Duration: 1d4 minutes
Saving Throw: none
Spell Resistance: Yes
The undead touched gains the ability
to bestow negative levels with its
primary attack mode. On a
successful hit, the undead causes one
negative level. Undead who already
bestow negative levels cannot be
affected by this spell.
Arcane Spell Focus: the thigh bone
of a vampire
of evil and chaos but has struck a deal
with Firewhip in return for access to
more powerful conjuration material. He
is utterly dedicated to evil and chaos but
in a very professional way. This is not a
half-crazed cultist but rather a quiet and
dedicated being that happens to have
goals of mass destruction and anarchy.
Combat Tactics: The plague priest tries
to cast as many protective spells as
possible before a combat. Once combat
starts, he tries to hide behind a conjured
monster as well as other minions to cast
devastating spells at enemies or to
bolster and heal his minions.
If able to prepare for combat, he will
enhance the Master of Secrets with
bull's
strength,
Protection
from
Law, and Resist Elements (fire if no
conflicting info exists). On himself he
will cast Spell Immunity (Silence, Fire
Ball), Water Walk, Magic Circle against
Good, Empower Undead and Resist
Elements (Fire).
Fiendish Girallon Lord of Flame

This creature (usually conjured when
ready for combat), is a fierce fighter that
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loves to rip its enemies to shreds. It
looks like a huge gorilla with little fur,
covered with cuts arranged into unholy
patterns that ooze disgusting slime and
look infected. The girallon's eyes are
glowing red coals and its claws seem to
be made of hot metal grafted to the
backs of its four hands. It wears a spiked
belt with a burning whip attached to it.
Large Magical Beast
Hit Dice:
Hit Points:
Initiative:
Speed:
AC:
Attacks:
Damage:

(7d10)+14
57
+3
Walk 40', Climb 40'
16
Bite+6; 4 claws +11;
Bite 1d8+8; Claw
1d4+8;
Face/Reach:
5 ft. by 5 ft./10 ft.
Special Qualities: Rend, Scent, Flesh
Rot, Fire Whip,
Smite Good (+7),
Cold Resistance 10,
Fire Resistance 10,
DR 5/+1
Saves:
Fortitude: +7, Reflex:
+8, Will: +3
Abilities:
Str 26 (+8), Dex 16
(+3), Con 14 (+2), Int
3 (-4), Wis 12 (+1),
Cha 16 (+3)
Skills:
Feats:
Challenge Rating: 5
Alignment:

Chaotic Evil
Master of Secrets

Large Male Minotaur Barbarian2
Hit Dice:
(6d8)+(2d12)+16
Hit Points:
60
Initiative:
+1
Speed:
Walk 30'
18 (+5 natural, +2
AC:
shield, +1 dex)
Gore+8,
Attacks:
Greataxe +15/+10;

Gore 1d8+7; Greataxe
1d12+7;
Face/Reach:
5 ft. by 5 ft./10 ft.
Charge(Ex),
Scent(Ex),
Natural
Cunning(Ex), Rage
Special Qualities:
1/day,
Uncanny
Dodge (Dex bonus to
AC)
Fortitude: +7, Reflex:
Saves:
+6, Will: +6
Str 24 (+7), Dex 12
(+1), Con 14 (+2), Int
Abilities:
5 (-3), Wis 10 (+0),
Cha 8 (-1)
Skills:
Listen 15; Spot 5;
Weapon
Focus
Feats:
(Greataxe)
Challenge Rating: 6
Damage:

Alignment:

Chaotic Evil

Possessions: Masterwork Greataxe;
Large Steel Shield, flawed diamond (50
gp), golden piercings and horn
ornamants (4 x 100 gp)
The albino master of secrets is both a
guardian and an important part of the
rituals of the evil coven. Its blood is
used in evil rituals and therefore the
master's body is covered with bizarre
scar patterns. Due to its important
position, it is decorated with beautifully
etched horn ornaments made from gold
and golden nipple rings.
While seen as an important member of
the cult, there is never a question who
gives the commands and who obeys
them - the master of secrets is deathly
afraid of the plague priest and will do
anything to please him. As soon as the
priest is down however, the master will
retreat, killing all those who stand in his
way.
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/RUGRI)ODPH
Those servants of the fiend known as
Firewhip that distinguish themselves in
the eyes of their master, are granted
special abilities as a sign of favour by
their master. They take on a bloated and
diseased look with parts of their skin
peeling off and showing their bare flesh.
Also, they carry a burning whip which
can be used for devastating effects.
Creatures without arms gain the whip
effect in form of a tentacle, tongue etc.
The template can be applied to any
outsider or magical beast.
Special Qualities/Attacks:
; Flesh Rot: The Lords of Flame
slowly loose their skin due to a
rotting disease (however, due to the
favour of their patron, they are
spared the damaging effects). Those
who touch them with bare hands
(natural weapons etc.) or are hit by
natural weapons of the Lord must
make a fortitude save vs. DC 15 or
contract flesh rot themselves. Flesh
Rot
(supernatural
disease,
incubation: 1d4 hours, damage: 1d6
charisma).
; Fire Whip: This magical weapon can
be used as a weapon, even by
creatures that normally do not wield
any. The weapon has a reach of up to
15 feet and deals 1d4 points of
damage plus 1d6 fire damage. Those
who are hit are also subject to an
automatic trip attack (without the
need for a touch attack or the chance
to counter-trip). The wielder of the
whip gains a +4 luck bonus on its
strength check to trip. The weapon
disappears if the wielder dies.
CR: +1

6KDUNPDQ
Sharkmen (and -women) are dark fey
that have undergone a torturous ritual to
gain the ability to swim in water. They
look like normal dark fey but have small

fins on their arms and legs. On their
back is a typical shark fin. They excel in
aquatic combat as well as raids on ships.
However, in Sargusa, they have found
their master in the sahuagin, who
consider these half-elven creatures an
abomination best destroyed.
Sharkman is a template that can be
applied to any fey, humanoid, monstrous
humanoid, and aberration with a
humanoid body.
Movement: add swim 40 feet, creatures
that already have a swim speed increase
it by 10 feet.
Special Qualities: cold resistance 5 (or
increase resistance by 2), oily skin (+6
racial bonus on escape artist),
darkvision 30 feet
Abilities: Str +2, Dex +2
Feats: The sharkman gets the altertness
feat for free
CR: +1

0HGXVD6SKHUH
The medusa sphere is a special breeding
experiment of Grugan. At a first glance,
the sphere looks like a beholder.
However instead of eyestalks, this
creature has poisonous snakes growing
from the upper part of its body. Also, its
central eye, which looks definitely
reptilian, turns those who are caught in
its cone into stone.
Large Aberration
Hit Dice:
Hit Points:
Initiative:
Speed:

6d8+6
33 hp
+2 (dex)
5 feet, fly 40 feet
(good)
AC:
16 (+2 dex, +5
natural, -1 size)
Attacks:
4 snakes +6, bite -2
Damage:
1d4 + poison, 1d6
Face/Reach:
5 x 5 ft. / 10 feet
(snakes)
Special Qualities:cone of petrification,
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all-round vision
fort +3, ref +4, will +6
Str 10 (+0), Dex 15
(+2), Con 12 (+1), Int
12 (+1), Wis 13 (+1),
Cha 15 (+2)
Skills:
Spot +14, Move
Silently +8, Search
+10, Hide + 10,
Knowledge (Arcana)
+3
Feats:
weapon finesse
(snakes), weapon
focus (snakes)
Challenge Rating: 7
Saves:
Abilities:

Alignment:

Lawful Evil

The medusa sphere usually fights
defensively, trying to stay out of reach
and using its pretrification attack. By
slowly falling back, the sphere can also
use the reach of its snakes to get attacks
of opportunity.
Poison: Fortitude save DC 14, initial
1d6 temporary strength damage,
secondary 2d6 temporary strength.
Cone of Petrification (su): As a
standard action, the medusa sphere can
open its central eyes and send forth a
magical cone that petrifies every
creature caught within a 30 feet cone.
The fortitude save DC is 15.
All-Round Vision (ex): The eyes of the
snakes grant the sphere 360° vision.
This implies a +4 racial bonus on spot
and search checks. Also, the sphere
cannot be flanked.
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